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WELCOME TO A WORLD OF ADHESIVE TAPES.....



AN ISO 9001 - 2015 CERTIFIED COMPANY

GRIPKING TAPES INDIA PVT. LTD. would like to briefly introduce Themselves, as
one of the leading Self Adhesive Tape Manufacturing Company located in Ahmedabad,
Which is the leading business centre of Gujarat.                                                                 .
                                                                 .
We have high technnology & skilled workforce, to make our company a truly & fully
domestic as well as export customer focused company.                                                       .
                                                   .
We have always aimed at becoming strategic partner to our customer whose role goes
beyond supplying products. We provides our best services and facilities for creating long
term business associations based on mutual understanding and benifits.
GRIPKING TAPES has an extensive network of qualified dealers and distributors for both
corporate and retail sales. We have a distributor presence in most large Indian cities.
GRIPKING TAPES works strictly by a set of values and ethical standards. We expect our
distributors, too, to abide by the highest standards of ethics.                                               .

We have fair and transparent rules for everything we do, and each member of the
GRIPKING TAPES family adheres to them. We ensure a healthy and competitive working
environment at all levels. If we have more than one dealer or distributor in large metres or
cities, we make sure there are no clashes between them.                                             .

ABOUT US



MASKING TAPE

Masking tape is made with saturated crepe paper and coated with 100%
natural rubber based adhesive.

With great holding power and resist up to 80 °C temperature.

► Masking of auto body components during auto painting.
 
► Sealing of lightweight cartons and small boxes.

► Protection to metal, plastic or glass surfaces against scratching.

► A perfect Product for Carpenters & Painters.



PVC INSULATION TAPE

► PVC Insulating Tapes are ideal for cable insulation and marking and meet
     international safety standards.

► Available in Black, Red, Green, White, Yellow and Blue Color.

► Extremely soft & flexible nature with high conformity hence it’s a suitable 
     product for CABLE HARNESSING applications for the Automotive Industries.



DOUBLE SIDED TISSUE TAPE

Hotmelt and Solvent Based Adhesive

► Suitable use for plastic, textile, paper, PVC, foam (Sponge),
     printing finishing, sign making, fabric, card board, nameplate,
     interior decorative and so forth.

► High initial tack, provide persistent performance and excellent
     wetting (grabbing) power to various soft and flexible materials.

► Excellent performance of temperature. 

► Endurance in the condition of hot and cold and/or sudden
     change of the temperature.

► used in shoe, leather, stationery, white goods, postal,
     decoration, labels and a lot more applications.



ALUMINUM FOIL TAPE

► For general purpose seaming, patching and sealing.

► Highly suitable for sealing off air conditioning and cool/warm and flow ducting.

► For sealing joints in ducting providing a flame retardant & vapor-proof barrier.

► Excellent adhesion on dry/clean surfaces on metal and other surface.

► These foils tapes can be applied for both high temperature/low temperature.

►  Product Application:- HVAC duct wrap, protective masking and electroplating.



SELF ADHESIVE BOPP TAPE

► Most economical carton closure system.

► Higher tensile strength than any other tape.

► Printing of customer's logo, adds advertising value at little cost.
 
► Superior acrylic based adhesive.

► Scratch proof printing, Multicolor printing.

► Uniform adhesion, Very long shelf life.

► Wide range of colors. 

► Forms a firm bond which cannot be removed
    without destroying film. 



FLOOR MARKING TAPE

► Floor marking tapes are being widely used now a day for safety, identifying lane marking for storage segmentation, ideal for 
     ISO 9001, QS 9000 companies, good resistance to chemical and other moving objects. Better than paints. 

► Colors available are white, Yellow, Blue, Green, Black, Red, Yellow- Black, Red-white & More.



RED POLYESTER TAPE

Self-adhesive tape consisting of a PET backing and a modified acrylic adhesive
with transparent Salmon Pink colour PE Liner. Excellent resistance to demanding
environmental.

► High Bond Tape is suited to outdoor use. It is suitable for all temperatures.

► This tape leaving an invisible bondline when applied, 
     it is ideal for glass surfaces; leaving an almost transparent finish.

► Mounting of battery packs, lenses and touch-screens in electronic devices.

► Suitable for mobile phone display /camera lens/battery shell fixing,
     digital camera rubber sheet/camera lens/memory card



CROSS FILAMENT TAPE

► A self adhesive tape which has been specially desinged for 
     applications requiring a high breaking strength. This tape has
     a film backing and rubber adhesive. Woven glass fibers 
     reinforce the backing, making this product extremely strong 
     when used for heavy packing where it can replace metal and 
     polypropylene strapping to great advantage.
 
► Application:- For packing the heavy weight cartons, for palletisizing,
     for stapping, for sealing of metalcoils or pipe bunding.
 



VHB TAPE

 ► VHB Tape is high-strength bonding tape and a proven 
      alternative to screws, rivets, welds and other mechanical
      fasteners.

► Unlike screws or rivets – which join materials at a single
     point – high-strength bonding tape permanently adheres one
     substrate to another while spreading the stress load across the
     entire length of the joint. Once materials are joined with
     VHB Tape a virtually indestructible “weld” is created.

http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/Adhesives/Tapes/Brands/3M-VHB-Tape/


DOUBLE SIDED FOAM TAPE

 ► Use for sealing, bonding, cushioning, protection from dust and mounting purpose.

 ► Protects from water, moisture and dust.

 ► Coated with variety of adhesives.

 ► Easy and quick to apply on different clean surfaces.

 ► Great bonding strength with high adhesion and also heat
      resistance products available.

 ► Products application: - Permanent fixing of spare parts in
      refrigerator and other electronic goods and cars.



P.T.F.E. THREAD SEAL TAPE

PTFE has the lowest coefficient of friction of any known solid
material and is extremely non-reactive. Therefore, it is compatible
with a very wide range of materials.

What are PTFE Thread Seal Tapes?

PTFE Thread Seal Tape made by extrusion of PTFE paste.
It is a modern replacement material for all conventional pipe
threads. It can effectively alleviate many of your piping headaches,
while substantially reducing piping cost and maintenance.

Composition: Min. 99% PTFE 
Tape Color: White, Yellow, Blue
Thickness: 0.075 mm to 0.2 mm 
Density: 0.2g/cm3   to 0.4g/cm3 
Temp. Range: -286°C ~ +316°C

►



SINGLE SIDED FOAM TAPE

 ► A Black, single sided elastomeric closed cell tape.

 ► Designed to efficiently insulate sheet metal panels & pies
      in commercial & industrial applications(HVAC equipment & systems).

 ► It acts as a seal gasket between sheet metal swell as cushion
      against vibration & shock, deaden sound, and is easily
      compressed & conformed.

 ► Reduces vibration & blocks noise.

 ► Indoor Air/Airstream friendly Insulation-Fiber free, formaldehydefree.

 ► Used as HVAC Equipment Panels, fiber free insulation alternative,
      metal to metal seals/gaskets/gap filler and wrapping chilled water lines .

 ► Available in various thickness i.e. 3mm, 5mm & 6mm.



RETRO REFLECTIVE TAPE

Highly retro reflective microprismatic markings designed to enhance the
visibilities of the sides and rears of vehicles. 

These reflective markings consist of prismatic lenses that are formed in a
transparent, synthetic resin, and sealed and backed with a pressure sensitive
adhesive and clear polymeric liner.

Widely used in Highway billboards, lamppost flag banner, car body, advertising,
temporary work-site signs, caution signs.

►

► Features:

» Easy operation
» Eco-friendly
» Waterproof
» High visibility
» Strong stickness
» Weather resistance



DRY WALL TAPE

Fiberglass mesh drywall joint tape is made form woven fiberglass mesh
and is treated with adhesive glue. This tape is high tensile strength, good
dimensional stability, stability to temperature, and corrosion resistance.

This tape is widely used in joining plaster plates, mending drywall cracks
and piecing together and making up different kinds of plates. It goes on faster,
adheres better, and requires no pasting or stapling. It won’t tear, shrink,
stretch or bubble, while it hides joints, cracks and holes permanently.

►

► Features:

» High tensile strength
» Good dimensional stability
» Corrosion resistance



REINFORCED PAPER TAPE

Reinforced Water Activated Paper Tape is used for box sealing
and other packaging applications. This product has a fiberglass
reinforced paper backing and a high tack water activated adhesive system.

►

► Features:

» Environment-friendly
» Excellent adhesion
» Water-activated
» Can be recycled



CRAFT PAPER TAPE

Kraft paper tape made with hot melt adhesive and designed
for very high tensile strength and good adhesion. Recommended
for heavy boxes, bundling and packaging applications.
This tape is easy to use and can be torn by hand. 
Its brown paper backing is shock resistant and provides good
elongation properties for effective sealing applications.

►

► Features:

» Environment-friendly
» Excellent adhesion
» Can be recycled



GRIPKING TAPES INDIA PVT. LTD.
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®



Office: A-605, Kahan Complex, Opp. Hotel Safari, Above Vijay Sales, Odhav Cross Road, S.P. Ring Road, Odhav, Ahmedabad - 382415

info@gripkingtapes.com | www.gripkingtapes.com 
+91 9311669311 | +91 9311339311

GRIPKING TAPES INDIA PVT. LTD.
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